Design Elements

Amphitheater
A flexible-use social space for large scale community events and a unique vista across the site when not in use.

Playground
A children’s adventure playground composed of historical elements that emulate memories of the site’s industrial past.

Biofiltration
An ecological water system by purifying rainwater from the site neighboring and transporting to the retention pool.

Retention Pool
An opportunity for vibrant year-round activities including skating during winter in addition to functioning as a retention pool.

Transportation Hub
A link, providing catalytic open space and attracting people to the park.

Historical Walk
A pedestrian-oriented environment, assisting the reuse of bricks which were used as industry purposes, enables reminiscence of a trace in the past.

Transportation Hub
The view from the station let commuters briefly explore the park with wonder.

Amphitheater
It offers people refreshment and provide a stage to experience a sense of belonging. When the show begins, park begins.

Retention (Summer)
The retention becomes one of the key elements during summer, serving as a recreational space to the people. 6" Deep water welcomes all ages to play and enjoy.

Retention (Winter)
It transforms to an ice rink during winter. The retention keeps people throughout the year.

Bridge View
It opens the overview to the large frame of park. The difference of the perspective level conveys the new experiences to people.